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Traversal time for electron tunneling in water
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The traversal time for tunneling is a measure of the time during which the transmitted particle can
be affected by interactions localized in the barrier. The Bu¨ttiker–Landauer approach, which
estimates this time by imposing an internal clock on the system, has been applied so far for
relatively simple one-dimensional models. Here we apply this approach to estimate the traversal
time for electron tunneling through a realistic three-dimensional model of a water layer. Observed
structure in the energy dependence of times computed reflects the existence of transient tunneling
resonances associated with instantaneous water structures. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of tunneling underlies many fundamen
processes in physics, chemistry, and biology. ‘‘Straightf
ward’’ time scales such as the buildup rate for the transm
ted amplitude or, equivalently, the time associated with
tunneling splitting in a symmetric double well potential, a
important measures of thetunneling rate. Following the
work of Landauer and Bu¨ttiker1–3 and others,3,4 it has been
recognized that more time scales are relevant for other
servables associated with the tunneling process. In partic
the time that the transmitted particle actually spends in
classically forbidden region, thetraversal time for tunneling,
is useful in estimates of the relative importance of compet
barrier processes, e.g., inelastic transitions and interac
with external fields. The Bu¨ttiker–Landauer approach to tun
neling time scales is based on imposing an internal clock
the tunneling system, for example, a sinusoidal modula
of the barrier height,1 or a clock based on a small barrie
localized coupling between two internal states of the tunn
ing particle.2,5 Past applications were limited to simple on
dimensional models. In the present paper we apply
approach to estimate the traversal time in a realistic th
dimensional process: electron tunneling through water—
most important environment for redox reactions.

Consider tunneling through the one-dimensional rect
gular barrier

V~x!5H UB.0; x1<x<x2

0 otherwise.
~1!

An internal clock can be introduced by adding a small sin
soidal ~say! modulationu(t)5e sin(vt) to the barrier height
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UB . The inverse of the crossover frequency,v5vc , sepa-
rating two regimes: one where the particle tunnels throu
the instantaneous barrier and the other where the par
sees the average barrier, is the estimated traversal time
tunneling. Provided thatkd@1 where d5x22x1 and k
5\21A2m(UB2E0), this analysis gives1

t5
d

v I
5A m

2~UB2E0!
d ~2!

for a particle of massm and energyE0,UB . The termv I ,
defined by Eq.~2!, is the magnitude of the imaginary veloc
ity for the under-barrier motion. A more rigorous and com
putationally straightforward approach is based on a clo
based on two internal states,u1& and u2&, of the tunneling
particle with a small barrier-localized coupling,l~u1&^2u
1u2&^1u!, between them.2,5 The incident particle is in stateu1&.
The population of stateu2& in the transmitted wave function
can be related to the duration of the interstate coupling,
to the traversal time. Writing the transmitted state in the fo
c1u1&1c2u2& this procedure yields6

t5 lim
l→0

S \

ulu Uc2

c1
U D . ~3!

For the one-dimensional rectangular barrier model, Eq.~1!,
and in the limitkd@1, this leads again to Eq.~2!. The nu-
merical procedure described below is not restricted to
dimension or to this limit.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

For specificity we consider electron tunneling through
water layer confined between two planar Pt~100! electrodes.
Our model system and interaction potentials are the sam
those used before7,8 to evaluate electron transmission pro
abilities in water. In particular, the potential experienced
il:
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the electron is taken to be a superposition of the vacu
potential, modeled by a rectangular barrier,9 and the
electron-water interaction. The latter is represented by
pseudo potential of Barnett, Landmann, and Clevelan10

modified11 to account for the many-body aspect of the wa
electronic polarizability. Water configurations are samp
from an equilibrium trajectory obtained by running classic
molecular dynamics simulations. The electron Hamilton
is represented on a grid in position space. The overall g
size that was used is 400316316, with grid spacings 0.4
a.u. in the tunneling direction~x! and 2.77 a.u. in the paralle
directions ~yz!. Absorbing potential, applied near the gr
boundary in thex direction, makes it possible to solve
scattering problem on a finite grid. Periodic boundary con
tions are used in they andz directions. The distance betwee
the metal electrodes depends on the number of water m
layers~ML !. The overall dimensions of the water slab in t
simulation cell were thus 10323.5323.5 Å for 3 ML, and
12.9323.5323.5 Å for 4 ML. The water density betwee
the electrodes was assumed independent of the confinem
and was taken as unity. This corresponds to a total of
and 257 water molecules in these two water slabs.

We consider the one-to-all transmission probability: t
electron is incident in the directionx normal to the barrier,
and the transmission probability is a sum over all final dir
tions. For an electron without internal states, described b
HamiltonianH0 , this probability is given by12

T5
2

\
^f in~E!u ê in* Ĝ†êoutĜê inuf in~E!&, ~4!

where f in5eikx/Av with k5A2mE/\2 and v5\k/m, e in

andeout are absorbing potentials in the incident and transm
ted wave regions and

Ĝ5~E2Ĥ01 i ~ ê in1 êout!!21. ~5!

For the present problem we takef in5(eikx/Av)(0
1) and

the Green’s operator is given by Eq.~5! with Ĥ0 replaced by

Ĥ5Ĥ0S 1 0

0 1D 1lF̂~x!S 0 1

1 0D , ~6!

FIG. 1. The computed traversal time as a function of the incident elec
energy measured relative to the vacuum barrier.
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wherel is a constant andF(x)51 in the barrier region and
0 outside it. The approximate scattering wave function

uc~E!&5 iĜ~E!ê inuf in~E!&5S c1~E!

c2~E! D ~7!

is evaluated using iterative inversion methods as in our p
vious work.7,8 The transmission probabilities into theu1& and
u2& states are obtained from

Ti~E!5~2/\!^c i~E!u êoutuc i~E!&; i 51,2 ~8!

Ti are equivalent touci u2 of Eq. ~3!. Accordingly

t~E!5 liml→0S \

uluA
T2~E!

T1~E!
D . ~9!

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows calculated traversal times as function
incident electron energy. The distance between the two p
num electrodes is hered518.9 a.u., corresponding to thre
water monolayers. The barrier potential is taken as the
perposition of the vacuum potential~represented by a simpl
rectangular barrier of heightUB! and the electron-water ef
fective potential. Shown are the results obtained for this b
rier ~full line! and for the corresponding vacuum potent
~dashed line!. The dotted line represents the approximati
~2! to the traversal time for the vacuum potential. These
sults were obtained for a vacuum barrier heightUB55 eV,
but taking UB53 eV made practically no difference. W
may conclude that, as in Eq.~2!, also for the three dimen

n

FIG. 2. The ratiot/t0 computed for different static configurations of~a! 3
ML and ~b! 4 ML water films, displayed against the incident electron e
ergy. The inset shows an enlarged vertical scale for the deep tunn
regime.
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sional water barrier the traversal time depends mainly on
incident energy measured relative to the~vacuum! barrier
height and only very weakly on the absolute energy. T
other significant observations can be made:~a! For the three-
dimensional water barrier the tunneling time exhibits a co
plex dependence on the incident energy, and in partic
what appear to be resonance features are seen below
vacuum barrier,~b! the absolute traversal times are fractio
of fs in the deep tunneling regime, and 5–10 fs at the pe
of the resonance structure below the vacuum barrier.

It should be emphasized that the results displayed in
1 correspond to a single static configuration of the equ
brated water. The transient nature of the water structures
give rise to the resonance features is seen in Fig. 2~a!, where
t/t0 is shown for several configurations of the same syst
where t0 is the tunneling time associated with the ba
vacuum barrier. Note that the difference between differ
configurations practically disappears for energies sufficie
below the resonance regime, where the ratio between
time computed in the water system and in the bare barrie
practically constant, approximately 1.1. Similar results@Fig.
2~b!# for a 4 ML film (d524.4 a.u.) show similar behavio
Thus, in the deep tunneling regime the presence of wate
the barrier increases the traversal time, however this dela
a modest 10%. Note that the fact thatt/t0 is the same for the
3 and 4 ML films in the deep tunneling regime, implies th
in this regimet is proportional to the barrier width, as in th
case of a one dimensional rectangular barrier.

The nature of the resonance structure observed below
vacuum barrier is elucidated in Fig. 3. Here we show, fo
particular configuration of the 3 ML film, the tunneling tim
and the transmission probability, both as functions of
incident electron energy. The resonance structure in
transmission probability was discussed in Ref. 8 and w
shown to be associated with cavities in the water struct
Here we see that the energy dependence of the tunne
time follows this resonance structure closely. In fact,
times~3–15 fs! obtained from the peaks in Fig. 2 are in clo
agreement13 with the resonance lifetimes estimated in Ref.

FIG. 3. The tunneling traversal timet ~full line; left vertical scale! and the
transmission probability~dotted line; right vertical scale! computed as func-
tions of incident electron energy for one static configuration of the 3
water film. The different lines represent different randomly chosen w
configurations.
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A similar correspondence was found for all configuratio
studied.

These calculations were carried using static water str
tures sampled from a classical equilibrium distribution. T
computed times provide a posteriori justification for this pr
cedure. In particular, the relatively long times~order;10 fs!
obtained near the resonance peaks, which are of the s
order as the resonance lifetimes computed in Ref. 8, are s
relative to the lifetimes~order of ;1 ps14! of the transient
structural defects that give rise to these resonances. It is
portant to note, however, that these times are of the s
order of magnitude as the periods of intermolecular lib
tions and intramolecular OH stretch vibrations, suggest
the possibility that inelastic processes contribute to the t
neling process. This issue will be discussed elsewhere.15

In conclusion, we have applied an internal clock proc
dure in order to compute the tunneling time for electron t
versing a water barrier separating two metal electrodes. A
one-dimensional models, the computed time was found
depend on the relative energy barrier rather than on the
solute incident electron energy, and to be proportional in
deep tunneling regime~.1 eV below the barrier! to the dis-
tance between the electrodes. For distances of the orde
;10 Å the computed times in this regime are in the range
0.1–1 fs. Within 1 eV from the vacuum barrier a mark
structure in the energy dependence of the tunneling tim
associated with resonances originating from structural
fects in the water structure.8 The tunneling times,;10 fs,
computed at the peaks of these structures, follow the l
times of the corresponding resonances. These results se
scale for gauging possible effects of other barrier motio
e.g., intramolecular water vibrational modes, on the tunn
ing process. In particular we may conclude that water nuc
motion may be safely disregarded in the deep tunneling
gime, but its role should be reexamined in the range of;1
eV below the vacuum barrier where resonance tunne
times approach the order of fast vibrational periods.
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